
President’s Message for NOV 2022

We have enjoyed a long and very pleasant Indian
Summer this year. I was particularly pleased to be
able to continue my quest to “activate” as many
local Parks On The Air (POTA) entities as I could
before the inevitable snowy season begins.

I am pleased to be able to report that I was able to
add several new parks to my log. If you haven’t
yet tried getting outdoors and activating a POTA
park you don’t know the fun you are missing. All
you have to do is make 10 contacts from the park.
And the POTA program has become so popular it
is usually very easy to get your 10 – and often a
lot more!
 

But, the weather changed and now we have the all
too  familiar  white  carpet  on  the  ground.  I  still
struggle with winter and it is going to slow my
outdoor radio activities down, but I am working
on ways to keep them going. 

What  about  you? Maybe you could be the first
GBARC  member  to  operate  HF  from  a
snowmobile this winter!

We will soon have the Christmas lunch to enjoy. A
time to leave the  radio at  home and relax with
fellow  club  members.  Details  in  this  issue  of
FEEDBACK. I hope to see you there.

John Corby VA3KOT
2021/22 GBARC President
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Minutes of the October General Club Meeting 
Held 25 OCT 2022 at 19:00 local time
Location: M’Wikwedong Friendship Centre, Owen Sound

Attendance: John VA3KOT, Rob VE3RWY, 
Marvin VE3VCG, Janet VA3EAC, Ron VE3IXR, 
Jim VE3JMD, Greg VE3RQY, Adam VE3FP, Dan
VA3DNY, Bobby VE3PAV

We do not have a quorum

Presidents Report (John VA3KOT):
John opened the meeting by having the members
introduce themselves.

John  updated  us  on  the  QNI  contest  for
accumulating points and achieving ‘Ham of  the
Year’ status.  He reviewed the activities and the
weight of the point score.  Leading in points right
now is Richard followed by Bernie.   Points are
awarded  for  various  aspects  of  our  repeater
maintenance too.

Our  repeater  link  is  still  down  so  this  coming
Wednesday we will continue to use VA3YOS.

We will  be having more equipment coming our
way from a fellow HAM who is retiring from the
hobby.   The  club  will  receive  30%  from  the
proceeds.

Secretary’s Report (Rob VE3RWY): 
Motion to accept by Bobby P, second by Marvin.  
Motion carried.

Treasurer’s Report (Doug VE3DGY):
Treasurer was unable to attend tonight.  Received
the numbers below at a later date and including
for the record:

“Jim  Reeves  sent  us  $380  for  equipment  sales
donation in the account for October, bank balance
as of Oct 25 was $3665”

New Business:
Marvin  VE3VCG:  The  new  Auxiliary
Communications Service (ACS) will assume the
original  function  of  the  Amateur  Radio
Emergency  Service  (ARES)  and  ARES  will  be
phased out.  ACS has been written into legislation
in the States and is expected to follow the same in
Canada with the Provinces.  Marvin will keep us
posted.

John VA3KOT brought several old HAM photo
albums  donated  to  us  and  asked  that  members
take  them  home,  look  through  them  and  bring
them back in at a later date and exchange them.

There will be no business meeting in December.
Dave VE3WI said we used to have a Christmas
lunch.

Marvin:  Marvin  suggested  we  consider
purchasing a subscription to Zoom.  It allows us
to reach a wider audience and would be beneficial
in the winter when poor weather inhibits travel.  It
was suggested we could still have a meeting at the
Native  Centre  and  have  a  Zoom  meeting
integrated  with  our  ‘in-person’  meeting  for
members who were unable to make it  to Owen
Sound.

Meeting was adjourned and then followed with a
technical  presentation  by  Adam  VE3FP  on
contesting,  the  etiquette,  rules,  equipment  and
software used.

Next Meeting: Tuesday 22 November 2022 19:00 M’Wikwedong Friendship Centre Owen Sound



GBARC Nets

Georgian  Bay  Amateur  Radio  Club  meets  on-the-air  each  Wednesday  evening   at  19:30
EST/EDT, except  during the summer break in  July and August.  Check-ins from all  licensed
amateurs are welcome. 

• Linked repeater VE3OSR (146.94 – CTCSS 97.4) in Owen Sound, Ontario

• Linked repeater VE3GBT (146.73 – CTCSS 97.4) in Paisley, Ontario 

• Echolink node #333014

• Immediately after the VHF portion of the net we move to HF on 3783KHz +/-

GBARC nets are directed nets with a Net Control Station. Net Controllers are experienced hams
who are skilled in coordinating on-air discussion and guiding newer hams in procedures that may
be called upon during an emergency, or in support of a community event.

 NET REPORTS are available at:   

https://www.gbarc.ca/ForumBB/forumdisplay.php?fid=15

TechTalks

Dave VE3WI will be talking to us about using the inexpensive nanoVNA at the November 
meeting.

Dave’s talk will cover:

- what is a Vector Network Analyzer?

- how does the NanoVNA work?

- NanoVNA usage & cautions

- calibration: why & how

- PC software: NanoVNA Saver

- demos: scans of antenna, LP filter, choke

Do you have a topic you would like to present at a future meeting?

Do you have any suggestions for a topic you would like to learn more about?.

Send your requests and suggestions to: president@gbarc.ca

https://www.gbarc.ca/ForumBB/forumdisplay.php?fid=15
mailto:president@gbarc.ca


Social Events
* GBARC Breakfast 2nd Saturday of the month 08:30 at the Rockford Restaurant

* GBARC Christmas Lunch

Saturday 03 December 13:00 hours at the Rockford Restaurant

Thank you to Dave VE3WI who has done an outstanding job organizing this year’s event.
There is a strict limit of 24 seats at the GBARC table and 24 people have responded so we
have a sold out event! We will be ordering from the main menu  and our popular prize draw
will be taking place again this year. Please bring a small item to be donated to the prize
table. Thank you to all the members and guests who responded and are helping to make this
year’s event another success in our social calendar.

ARES/ACS Reports
Grey County Emergency Coordinator: Frank Gufler VA3GUF

Bruce County Emergency Coordinator: Marvin Double VE3VCG

 More information available at:  https://www.gbarc.ca/acs_ares.php

Bruce County ACS Report – Marvin VE3VCG
There has been no formal ACS activity in Bruce
County during the month of September. The most
anticipated event for ACS continues to a formal
roll out of the ACS program which is scheduled
for Jan 1 2023. 

I  expect  this  roll  out  will  include  a  formalized
announcement of the structure of the organization
and distribution of the final edition of the ACS
operational  manual,  which  has  been  under
development for over a year.

I have described in some detail in other writings
as well as verbally that, to my best understanding,
participation  in  the  ACS  program  will  involve
taking  the  Auxiliary  Communications  Course
(AuxComm)  as  it  might  be  adapted  for  use  in
Canada.  AuxComm  is  an  educational  program
originally  developed  in  the  USA  by  the
Department of Homeland Security, working with
FEMA  and  other  government  agencies  and
Amateur Radio Operators. 

Because amateur radio emergency radio programs
are  organized  around  the  structure  of  the  US
formal government emergency response programs
it  can’t  be directly  imported and applied to  the
Canadian  emergency  response  system.
Differences  in  organization  structure  and  the
shared  areas  of  federal  and provincial  authority
require  a  different  AuxComm  situation  in  this
country.
So it is that we must wait until the details of all
this are finally revealed next year.

It  is  however  my  consideration  that  ACS  will
likely  only  apply  to  the  interface  needed  for
amateur radio EmComm volunteers to operate in
a formal Emergency Operations Centre under the
direction of the EOC emergency communication
manager. This is the point where formal training
in the AuxComm operating protocols will become
important.

https://www.gbarc.ca/acs_ares.php


There is however another point to be made with
regard to local Emergency Communications. For
me, the key to effective local EmComm is to have
a  well  established  community  of  amateur
operators willing and able to work together during
any crisis event. Such operators would be willing
to operate within a structure which might be less
formal  that  is  required  to  operate  within  an
operational EOC.

Local  emergency  communications  volunteers
would share the responsibility of moving locally
specific information across Bruce / Grey counties

and or surrounding counties as part of an informal
regional communications network.

Flexibility  in  operating  methods  would  allow
local EmComm volunteers to deal with personal
needs  while  still  contributing  to  the  overall
operation of the EmComm network.

After action reports are now being compiled by 
section managers who were involved in the 
emergency response to Hurricane Fiona in the 
Maritimes. I will have more to report on how the 
response was organized and carried out as 
information becomes available. 

 NVIS (Near Vertical Incidence Skywave) Update
NVIS propagation conditions have changed dramatically since solar cycle 25 began. As can be 

seen from this plot from the ionosonde station at Alpena, Michigan, the 40m band is once again 
available for daytime NVIS communications at our latitude.



Ham Radio Outside the Box: John VA3KOT

A Two-Fer Deep in the Woods
Originally published at hamradiooutsidethebox.ca. Please visit the blog and Like, 
Comment and Subscribe if you find this article interesting.

Maybe it's just dumb luck that I live very close to
several parks that have recently been added to the
Parks On The Air entity list. In fact, if I lived just
one  city  block  away,  where  the  Bruce  Trail
National Recreational Trail (VE-5628) runs along
the  street  for  a  couple  of  kilometers,  I  could
activate  it  every  day  from  the  comfort  of  my
shack.

The second closest
park  to  my  home
is the Pottawatomi
Conservation Area
and  Jones  Falls
(VE-5653).  It  is
barely  5  minutes
drive away and yet
I  delayed  going
there  and
activating  it  for
months.  Instead,  I
drove hundreds of
kilometers away to
activate  parks  as
far  away  as
Thunder  Bay,
Ontario  (several
days  drive  at  the
pace  I  like  to
travel).

So why the delay? Well,  I  could have activated
the park from the main parking lot on Highway 6.
That would have been easy. But the parking lot is
a busy one. It is is shared with the head office of
the  Owen Sound Transportation Company -  the
operator of the Chi-Cheemaun (Ojibwe, meaning
"Big Canoe")  ferry that  carries  cars,  trucks  and

campers across Georgian Bay between Tobermory
at  the  tip  of  the  beautiful  Bruce  Peninsula  and
Manitoulin Island.

Pottawatomi Conservation Area is almost entirely
covered with dense trees. It is difficult to find a
clearing out on the trails from which to operate,
but I knew of one location from where I would
also be operating on the main Bruce Trail (VE-
5628)  making  the  activation  a  "two-fer"  (i.e.
credit for two activations at the same time).

The  two-fer  came  with  two  problems  though.
First the location is a very small clearing in tall
dense trees. I wanted to wait until the fall when
the leaves had fallen from the trees. Second, the
clearing is a bit of a rough hike into the park. The
trail isn't smooth, there are small rock crevices to
cross  and tree  roots  and rocks  and more  rocks.
This called for the use of my new one-wheeled
radio cart and it was a severe test of the mark 1
design.

Unstable Mark 1 Design of the "Mule"

As soon as I hitched myself to "The Mule", as I
have christened the cart, I knew I was in trouble.
It  was  top  heavy  and very  difficult  to  balance.
However,  I  was  determined  to  complete  the
activation so I persevered and hauled the Mule-
mounted manpack to my chosen spot. The leaves

http://hamradiooutsidethebox.ca/


completely carpeted the trail and I stumbled over
small, hidden tree branches as I got set up.

 

The  park  is  close
to  the  City  of
Owen  Sound,
Ontario  and  has
good  cell  service
throughout,  so  I
was  able  to  self-
spot  on  pota.app.
The  hunters  came
through  on  the
first  CQ  call.  My
MFJ-1979  17ft
whip  with  four
ground-mounted
radials  and  my
Yaesu  FT-891  at
20  watts  were
doing  fine
business. 

I logged 34 CW QSOs in just 40 minutes before
the pile-up subsided. Three of those QSOs were
DX: two in the Azores and one in Germany. 

After  calling  QRT I  loaded  the  manpack  back
onto  the  Mule  and  headed  back  along  the  trail
towards where I had parked my truck. The park
boundary  is  a  very  irregular  shape  so  I  had
checked  carefully  to  ensure  that  I  obeyed  the
POTA rule of having operator and all equipment
entirely within the park boundary. The Bruce Trail

is  marked  with  "blazes"  painted  on  the  trees;
white  blazes  for  the  main  trail,  blue  blazes  for
side  trails.  I  could  see  the  line  of  white  blazes
either side of where I had set up so I knew I was
okay for a good, honest two-fer.

This was an especially pleasant activation. I was
well into the woods and didn't see another human
being throughout the activation. I took a moment
to enjoy the surroundings before departing - very
peaceful and soothing! I have hiked every trail in
Pottawatomi Conservation Area, including the 39-
metre long side trail that leads to a lookout point
above  Jones  Falls  on  the  Pottawatomi  River.
Extreme caution must be exercised on this short
trail  because  the  cliff  edge  above  the  falls  is
unprotected and the rocks can be very slippery!
It's well worth the view if you are careful.

The next day, priority number one was rethinking
the Mule.  The new design lowers  the  centre  of
gravity  of  the  Mule's  payload.  I  am pleased  to
report  that  it  is  now  almost  effortless  to  use.
Unfortunately,  the  weather  in  Ontario  is  racing
toward winter and the Mule may have to be laid
up until spring. The next activation may have to
be performed while wearing a parka and mukluks
and hauling the manpack on a sled.

 

Remember,  you now get QNI points for newsletter articles! Not  a  great writer?  No
worries, the editor will correct your spelling and grammar mistakes. Send your submissions
in plain text, MS Word or LibreOffice Writer format and include images if you have them.

73 all!
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